A three-dimensional solubility parameter approach to nonaqueous enzymology.
Widespread commercial application of enzymes as catalysts for specialty or commodity chemical synthesis will require their use in nonaqueous systems. While a number of non-aqueous enzyme applications have been demonstrated, the lack of useful rules for predicting enzyme-solvent interactions has hindered the development of this technology. Both Hildebrand and solvent hydrophobicity (octanol-water partition coefficient) parameters have been used previously to correlate and predict enzyme activity in nonaqueous systems, with some success, but any single-parameter approach is inherently limited in its ability to reflect the spectrum of possible enzyme-solvent interactions. Therefore, this study evaluates the three-dimensional solubility parameter space, as proposed by Hansen, to correlate and predict enzyme activity in microaqueous, miscible, and biphasic nonaqueous systems. Preliminary results suggest that Hansen parameters may be useful for correlating nonaqueous enzyme activity, and that the dispersive and polar parameters may be disproportionately important in single-phase microaqueous systems. The Hansen hydrogen-bonding parameter appears to be the only parameter yet evaluated capable of correlating the water requirement for enzyme activity in microaqueous systems, suggesting that water affects protein structure through enthalpic rather than entropic processes in nonaqueous systems. Insufficient data are available for miscible and biphasic systems, but it is proposed that enzyme activity may correlate with the average solubility parameters of miscible systems and of the aqueous phase in biphasic systems.